
Back in the 90’s training was a whole different ball game. Pay-
ing $1000-$2000 for a course and 
fl ying to a two or three day seminar 
in Chicago or Dallas was standard 
procedure. Nice hotels, good con-
tacts (networking was yet to come), 
socializing and picking up some 
valuable information.  
Then things changed, namely 
the economy, and those types of 
training events pretty much disap-
peared for the average company.

I think everyone agrees that either 
refreshing the basics or learning 
the latest techniques is important 
for you and your company. How-

ever, training in our industry has become a bit of a nightmare 
for those conducting the courses and those trying to learn.

At Longo we ran local training seminars at our Wharton 
location on subjects from basic motor knowledge, pumps to 
VFDs and more. We would invite a broad range of attendees 
from mechanics to executives from our customers’ companies.  
Maybe some of you attended. In house people and industry 
professionals provided hard info to use on the job, a free 
lunch and out the door by 2:30 PM. But, it became harder for 
many to take a whole day away from work so we upped the 
ante.  The Battleship NJ became the classroom and we had a 
boost in attendance, but even that began to wane.

Today, webinars have become the norm. As a part of the 
work through lunch mentality, most cannot or choose not to 
leave their desk, much less their offi ce or plant, so the semi-
nars have to reach you where you are.  As a result, today it is 
you, your monitor or tablet and a demonstrator streaming on 
your screen while you are having a sandwich. 

At Longo we still feel the human interaction is important 
and now make ourselves available to our customers for 
Lunch & Learn talks.  With 5, 6 or 12 company people and 
Longo  representatives at your facility we cover a lot of 
ground in a variety of areas.  Generalities turn into specifi c 
problems and their solutions.  We get to know your situa-
tions and you get to know Longo and our level of compe-
tence. And...we bring lunch! To schedule a L&L e-mail info@
elongo.com and put L&L in the subject line.

er systems testing and bring the knowledge and fi eld experience necessary 
to perform testing to industry standards. A NETA Technician’s work 
experience, education, and training keeps them current with new tech-
nologies and provides them the knowledge to perform testing across a 
wide variety of power systems, insuring that the work is executed with 
the highest degree of safety.

So learning and building a knowledge base is  really vital in
this business.  
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Just when it seemed like we would 
make it through the winter without 
one of those OMG storms, along 
came Stella!  Just as the snow was 
piling up so were the number of jobs 
being released.

Over the past few months our sales 
representatives have been reaching 
out to new/old accounts. People have 
changed, companies have merged 
and vendors have come and gone. It 
is a good opportunity for Longo to 
discuss our improvements with these
contacts, and many have expressed 
an interest in working with Longo so 
we are looking forward to that.

A new power generator
So you think that wind, solar and 
other renewable energy sources had 
the industry under control, well here 
comes a new one. 

For many years there have been 
turbo expanders. These have taken 
gases and changed their charac-
teristics to create heating, cooling, 
extraction of  other products, etc. 

Recently a new evolution of turbo 
expanders has arrived. Natural gas 
travels at high pressure across the 
country. When it reaches a consumer 
such as a power plant, major indus-
try or citi gates the pressure has to 
be reduced by an expander. All that 
energy in the transition from high 
pressure to lower pressure is basi-
cally wasted.

This new turbo expander replaces 
the old pressure reduction control 
mechanism with an actual turbine 
and an electric generator. In the past 
turbo expanders were built on site 
from a whole array of components 
and some worked better than others. 
Sort of like building a car from parts 
in your backyard!

The high pressure gas spins the tur-
bine, which spins the generator and 
all the free power goes to the grid 
for use in the plant or into storage. 
These units spin at very high speeds 
(22,000 RPM) on gas bearings. This 
allows the equipment to remain com-
pact and ride through pressure varia-

tions during the course of the day. A 
simple concept with some sophisti-
cated engineering. The complete unit 
comes as a 250KW package, ready 
to plug in. Multiple units can work in 
parallel. 

Obviously it is completely program-
mable, with its own app, to make 
sure it is operating with consistency 
24/7 regardless of the line pressure 
unlike wind or solar.  

Just when you think there is nothing 
new to be found...

Springtime!!
While all this is going on, 

there is springtime on the 
horizon! Warmer weather 
and getting out of the 
house. Some of you will 
be dragging the rakes and 
wheelbarrows out of the 
garage while others will 
be cleaning off their golf 
bag that has been sitting 
in the basement all winter.  
Enjoy everybody! 

Service Through KnowledgeTM

For years, we off ered seminars to our customers on a variety of sub-
jects from the basics of electricity to understanding pump curves. We 
would have anywhere between 25 and 40 attendees depending on the 
subject and of course the time of year. 
Th e day would start with coff ee and rolls as the various people met 
and talked, networking (before the name), lunch and then a solid 
Q&A session.  Not only did  the presenter answer a lot of the ques-
tions, but people in the room began to off er up their own examples of 
similar situations. As you can read in this issue these formal seminars 
have evolved into “Lunch and Learns”.

Th e idea was to provide information because our tag line “Service 
through Knowledge” meant the more you, our customers, understood 
your equipment and what it takes to maintain it, the better off  you 
would be. Our job is to make sure we are continuing to keep up with 
the best practices and latest technology so that we are able to convey 
the knowledge in a practical and effi  cient manner.

Today learning is a luxury, an expense and oft en inconvenient. 
Although Longo has a wealth of talent and experience in house, 
technology continues to improve. So before we can provide you with 
knowledgeable answers to your problems we better know what we are 
talking about.

To do this we try to take advantage of manufacturers’ training ses-
sions, whether it is on gearboxes, pumps, air compressors, etc. More 
oft en than not our people learn not only the specifi cs of the equip-
ment, but even some “tricks of the trade” when it comes to tear downs 
and repairs. 

Another aspect is certifi ed training. Many engineering fi rms and 
other third party approval companies, who act as clearinghouses for 
bids and projects, require more than a resume of projects to be con-
sidered for a specifi c job...you need a pedigree. 

For example, Longo has become NETA certifi ed. Th e InterNational 
Electrical Testing Association (NETA) is an organization that serves 
the electrical testing industry by off ering accreditation of third-party 
electrical testing fi rms, certifying electrical testing technicians, as well 
as testing procedures and evaluation criteria.

Th ese are not CE classes where you work your phone, have a coff ee 
break and walk out with a certifi cate. NETA Certifi ed Technicians 
have earned a Level II, III or IV NETA Certifi cation in electrical pow-

Wharton Corporate Center
1 Harry Shupe Blvd., Wharton, NJ 07885

973-537-0400

How you can contact Longo...

Linden  Servicenter
1625 Pennsylvania Ave.

Linden, NJ 07036
Tel: 908-925-2900
908-925-9427 Fax

New York Facility
345 Park Avenue

Level A
New York, NY 10154

Tel: 718-585-5330
908-925-9427 Fax

Philadelphia Servicenter
1400 F Adams Rd.

Bensalem, PA 19020
Tel: 215-638-1333
215-638-1366 Fax

Visit our website 
www.elongo.com

or
send us an e-mail at
info@elongo.com

www.elongo.com

We have been updating our 
website, so stop on by and 
see what is new and interest-
ing!
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1 d. 2. b. 3. b. 4. c. 

1. Which Super Bowl did the Dallas Cowboys have their fi rst 
victory?  a.VII b.IX c.VIII d.VI

2.  In which NFL season did Emmitt Smith break Walter Payton’s 
record for career rushing yards?  a.2001-02
b.2002-03 c.2000-01 d.2003-04

3. Who did the Dallas Cowboys defeat in 1996 to win their fi fth 
division title in a row? a.Philadelphia Eagles b.New England 
Patriots c.Washington Redskins d.Indianapolis Colts

4. On 4th and 7, the Raiders are forced to punt from their own 
34-yard line. The punt is defl ected by a Broncos rusher, who 
runs into, but does not knock down, the punter. What penalty, if 
any, does the referee call here?  a.Unsportsmanlike conduct (15 
yards and automatic fi rst down for Oakland) b.Illegal contact (5 
yards and automatic fi rst down for Oakland) c.No penalty. This 
is a legal play. d. Running into the kicker (5 yards and Oakland 
repeats fourth down from their 39-yard line)  

Of course, a week of calm cloudy days 
throws a wrench into that.  

This is all about adapting to excess power 
coming to the grid. There is a mirror 
image of this quickly coming down the 
road in the form of electric vehicles 
(EV).  Most EVs do their charging in the 
evening when solar and wind are not sup-
plying the power they provide in the day 
time. Right now the number of EVs is 
not putting strain on the grids. However, 
that will change, and the question is how 
quickly? 

Discussion is ongoing about Smart Grids 
adjusting the cost of power for EVs and 
as to when they do it. So it would seem in 
some cases you will pay a penalty for us-
ing power in time of peak demand, such 
as AC, washing machines, etc. So that is 
the incentive to run that equipment at 
night with lower rates.

What will the expanding evening charg-
ing of EVs do to that premise of cheap 
night power?  Right now there  are quite 

EV and the oil glut?
As the cost of EVs continues to drop and 
their models blend in with traditional  in-

ternal combustion engined (ICE) vehicles, a 
“tipping point” will occur.  The demand and 
cost for charging will eventually rise. Much 
like how much internet speed do you want 

and what it wll cost.  While that growth is 
going on the demand for oil will decrease. 

At some point or another oil glut will reap-
pear and its impact on the economy will be 

similar to the most recent one. This is not 
to suggest “the sky is falling”, but there are 
signifi cant changes coming and the impact 

as EVs grow in popularity. some forseen and 
probably several unforeseen.

Our green contingents will probably fi nd this 
a very positive thing. However, you have to 

be careful of what you wish for. 

Not too long ago we discussed the impact 
of solar and wind on power generation. In 
California there is a  fairly consistent power 
curve where this external power generation 
feeds into the grid. As a result,  the utili-
ties modify their output to match demand. 

Their impact is heading far beyond the showroom.

Not long ago the electric industry was a 
quiet monolith composed of various large 
and small utilities. And now, in a few short 

years the industry has become a Medusa of sorts.  Wind and solar 
were interesting but not really anything of consequence and electric 
vehicles were novelties. The idea of improving the grid and develop-
ing Smart Grids were discussed and written about, but nothing was 
really accomplished. 

While this inactivity was going on the demand and resources to 
develop new and more substantial power sources were not standing 
still. You might say the winds of change picked up quickly as wind 
and solar were having an impact on power plant output. Home own-
ers were installing their own solar and the electric car was alive and 
well.
Another aspect of the power scene that has exploded was the storage 
battery. Here again these were around for years, but the electric ve-
hicle and its need for more powerful and consistent batteries opened 
the door.

As an example of how things have changed there is the fi ght over EV 
charging stations in California. Once a free courtesy in the name of 
being green, the cost, location and grant money have become a battle 
ground. You have the power company, the charging station manufac-
turers and government. Add to this about 7-10 groups with alphabet 
names that want a piece of the pie (i.e. government grant money). 
Even though the impact of these vehicles is negligible to the utilities 
right now, others are looking down the road to the pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow.

Then there is the battle over corporations generating their own 
power. Just an extension of what the homeowner has been doing 
until they sell or trade that power to another company or consumer, 
bypassing the utilities.  More and more large corporations are deal-
ing directly with the wind and solar farms. Depending on the state 
and region this is a hot legal topic and another example of the power 
industry moving at a pace that is leaving the utilities wondering what 
happened. 

Another nuance in the evolving changes in the distribution of power 
are the major battery storage facilities. These have been a nice alter-
native for the utilities to the onerous peaking plants used to pick up 
the slack when demand was excessive such as deviations in solar or 
wind production.  In a case of what’s good for the goose....private 
industry has begun contracting backup storage power in case of 
outages. Then combine their solar power generating with massive 
storage capabilities and it is off  the grid in a major way. 

If  there’s one over arching takeaway from a recent utility industry 
survey, it’s that the transformation has arrived — but a standardized 
approach on how to adapt to these evolving events is yet to be seen.

An electrical 
Medusa in the 
making.

a few ideas and scenarios at play, such 
as Smart Grid reading the EVs charging 
pattern vs. household items and charging 
accordingly.

Some propose that EVs can be used as 
storage off the grid. This makes little 
sense, downloading power into the EV 
and then later in the day release it back 
to the grid. It would seem this would just 
further reduce the life span of the EV’s 
batteries. Fleets of commercial vehicles 
which often remain parked for extened-
ed time would seem to be a better choice 
to use as backup batteries.

Things like this can give you an idea 
of how volatile the engineering for the 
future of EVS and grid has become.

This winter we have had cold, very cold 
days and nights. Back in December 
there was the Bears and Packers game 
at somewhere around 5 degrees. You 
could see the fans all bundled up drinking 
hot chocolate and other beverages to 
stay warm or run under the grandstands 
for relief. Our fi eld serviceTeams are no 
strangers to that bitter winter cold.

When a customer needs a repair or installation there is no “we’ll be there as soon 
as it warms up”,we are on site regardless of the temperature. Our experienced 
teams have procedures and planning to make the best of bad situation. It is one 
thing when there is an area with shelter and some warmth, but too often there 
isn’t anything on site but the bitter cold weather. When everything is cold, things 
slow down. There are bolts that cannot be handled with gloves on and in a short 
time fi ngers stop working as well. The trucks and vans with heat going full blast 
are sanctuaries for both equipment and personnel. Tapes and wraps will split and 

crack without some temperature in them and cables are like iron bars.

While getting the job done is the focus, safety of the team comes fi rst. 
Rotating crew members in and out of the vehicles is the best way to 
keep everybody reasonably warm enough to function.  It is always a 
good idea to let the customer know that the technicians in the trucks are 
not just playing video games, but bringing their bodies and appendages 
back up to temperature. Using salamanders (heaters) on site is a help 
as long as the heat can be focused. But 8-10 hours in that weather is 
brutal.

It is one thing to have crews that are exceptionally experienced and quite 
another to couple that with real grit. The next time one of our crews is 
on site a round of coffee would be appreciated or an iced beverage in 
August when the temperature is near 100!

Forecast...“Weather today is going to be brutal, so bundle 
up and don’t stay outside very long.”

Th ey are sort of invisible, because they are “down there” 
beneath our feet in the street! Outside of the urban areas 
most are plain grates on the curb. “Manhole covers” start-
ed off  as slabs of stone or pieces of wood allowing access 
to covered trenches that carried sewage. Th is basic design 
was in use from 3500 BCE through the 1850s. In the 
nineteenth century, modern manholes and the modern 
manhole covers were developed. For the last 200+ years, 
iron works in the United States have made cast-iron man-
hole covers—some weighing as much as 300 lbs. each. Th e 
oldest available foundry catalog for manhole covers dates 
back to 1860. Today India is the lead manufacturer.

Manhole covers must be a minimum of 22 in (56 cm) in 
diameter, but can he as much as 60 in (1.5 m) in diameter. 
Th e average cover weighs between 250 and 300 1b (113- 
136 kg). It is important for sewer manhole covers to be 
heavy as sewers can produce methane gas that could push 
lightweight covers out of the way, letting noxious gases up 
into the street, plus they are harder to steal. Th e designs 
with square lugs were put there to give the horse better 
traction going over the covers versus the flat surfaces.

It’s time to clear up a long standing misconception. “A 
round shape is the only one that will prevent the cover 
from falling through the opening.” Th is is not correct. A 
round cover will fall through a matching round open-
ing no matter which way you turn it. Th e correct answer 
is more complicated. A round manhole cover will not 
fall through a round opening only when the opening is 
made smaller than the cover. Th is is also the case for other 
geometric shapes as well, So the round shape is more 
practical, assuming you want the cover shape and opening 
shape to be the same. Round manhole covers are also easi-
er to move around on the surface as they can be rolled!
Today many cities, especially in Japan, have custom overs 
made refl ecting the town heritage or some signifi cant 
event in the town’s history. With CAD and other progams 
that don’t rely on handmade dies this has become fairly 
common.

When we began to see quite a few issues of the 
Longo Letter returning with the typical “return 
to sender” messages we assigned a new fi eld sales 
representative to solve the mystery. Th e new FSR 
literally hit the road tracking down what was 
thought to be active contact/accounts.  It wasn’t long 
before, “Oh Jim? He passed away two years ago.” Or  
“Longo! Yeah!  Whatever happened to you guys.” 
or the facility was actually boarded up or leveled.  
M&A’s threw a monkey wrench into things as well. 

A perfect example of how face-to-face and one-on-
one is still the best way to get a handle on what is 
going on out there.  However, it did give our FSR 
something to discuss while updating contact infor-
mation. We learned about changes in their company 
from management updates to service needs.  On our 
side it was an opportunity to update their knowl-
edge about Longo and many of the techniques and 
programs we have in place, such as SCADA.

If you have new or replacement people in 
your engineering, maintenance or purchasing 
departments pass this Longo Letter along to 
them or they can send a request to be added 
to our contact list by emailing to info@elongo.
com and put “contact” in the subject.  

The 
Lost  Contacts of 

Central Jersey

Put a lid on it

Joseph M. Longo, 
like all execs today, 
lives by his phone 
and tablet. Unlike 
most though, you 
can still fi nd him on 
site with customers 
going over repair 
situations.  iron-
ing out details of a 
bid or offering his 
support to our fi eld 
sales and service 
representatives. All 
of this out of offi ce 
activity gives him a 
real world perspec-
tive of the markets 
versus the  typical 
ivory tower view-
point.

Joe Longo looking at a large 
motor that has been having 
numerous issues. Longo will 
be performing a vibration 
analysis before taking the 
motor to our shop to deter-
mine exactly what is wrong. 
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